Below is a list of the supplies that I will be using for the projects in this course. However, you are always encouraged to use what you have on hand.

**Substrates**

- 4 matching shop bought canvases

**Paints**

Acrylic paint

- Titanium white
- Naples yellow green (amsterdam)
- Raw sienna (amsterdam)
- Pyrole red (amsterdam)
- Turquoise (Vallejo #54) but Amsterdam Turquoise Green is great
- Naples yellow hue (golden)
- Pyrole orange (golden)
- Paynes grey (golden fluids)
- Inky blue
- Pyrole orange (golden fluids)
- Bright orange
- Titan green pale (golden)
- Pale olive green
- Naples yellow green (Amsterdam)
- Creamy yellow
- Greenish yellow (amsterdam)
- Lime green
- Permanent violet dark (golden fluids)
- Purple

**Paintbrushes**

- 1 in flat edge brush

**Other**

- Sharpie
- China marker in black
- Fixative
- Palette
- Palette sheets
- Paper towel
- Water spray
- Small foam roller
- Stencils - I use stencilgirl products
- Stabilo marks all pencil in black
- White gesso
- Scruffy brush to apply the gesso
- Brayer (4in)
- Squeegee or rubber kidney scrapers
- Old credit cards
- Water spray